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Varying demands placed upon the musculoskeletal system
present different adaptation responses within the tissues.
Properly identifying the muscular stresses needed to reach a

given goal is a crucial skill which allows the personal trainer and
strength coach to choose the best activities to include in a weight -
lifting program. There are a number of resistance training systems
at one’s disposal which have demonstrated effectiveness for address-
ing almost any given need (or combination of needs) when applied
in a proper fashion. Choosing the right systems for the right needs
will enhance the magnitude and rate of desired adaptations. The
exercise professional providing the leadership may be metaphori-
cally described as a chef; when he or she uses the right ingredients
 (systems) in the correct quantities for their recipe (program) – the
dish (adaptations) will come out as planned. 

Training systems can be strategically used to emphasize specific
improvements in strength, power, hypertrophy or metabolic effi-
ciency as seen in the following table. The employment of a partic-
ular system will reflect the goal of the program phase and exercise
 purpose. In many cases, due to the various needs of the average
client, several training systems may interact within a single exercise
bout or weekly program. While the traditional exercise order will
reflect velocity, load, and time-tension relationships; the use of train-
ing systems will interplay with each set’s focus and the total intended
volume.

With a client who wishes to improve their functional strength
and power, contrast and complex training (or sets) are very effective
training systems to employ. Even though they appear relatively sim-
ilar to an untrained eye, they are each implemented in a very specific
manner for different, albeit interconnected, aspects of neuromuscular
development. They both essentially serve to develop the neuromus-
cular connection between strength and power, but the inherent dif-
ferences between the two will be acknowledged in the following. 

Contrast Sets
Contrast sets have been described in the literature in varied

aspects but for the purpose of this discussion a contrast set is a
type of superset which combines a heavy compound strength
exercise (>85% 1RM) with a biomechanically-similar plyometric/
ballistic exercise that uses the exact same muscle groups. Essen-
tially, as the name indicates, two exercises with contrasting charac-
teristics are paired. The idea is to maximally recruit fast-twitch
fibers (motor units) using the initial heavily-load action, and then
further increase the efficiency of that recruitment during the sub-
sequent high-velocity movement. One must remember that heavy
lifting expedites recruitment of all muscle fibers in ascending
order based on size and force potential (type I → type IIa → type
IIx); fast movements preferentially promote type II fiber activa-
tion to produce movement, whereas slow twitch fibers are used to
stabilize segments in an anticipatory manner – hence the recruit-
ment order. 

This focus on specific fiber recruitment is the reason the exact
same muscle groups and movement patterns need to be replicated
for the superset to be truly considered a contrast set. An example
would be to perform a set of back squat for 6 repetitions using
about 85% of the individual’s 1RM superset with 5 (bodyweight)
squat jumps. The second exercise is performed immediately after
the first (minimal rest) similar to a traditional superset. The load
and speed must be precise for the purpose of type II recruitment;
therefore, the first exercise should be performed at ≥85% of the
client’s 1RM while the subsequent action should not be loaded
over 10% of the individual’s body weight to ensure it is plyometric
or ballistic in nature.

In summary:When implemented correctly, contrast training can
maximize fast-twitch fiber activation and power via movement
rehearsal under varied conditions of loading and velocity. They
can be used within a training program focused on strength and
power development as well as improved neuromuscular control.

Using Contrastand

Complex Sets
for Improving

Strength and Power

Strength/Power Hypertrophy Anaerobic Endurance

Pyramids Supersets Tri-sets

Contrast training Strip sets Stations

Complex training Compound sets Metabolics

Negative sets Circuit training

Compound sets Combination exercises

Contrast Sets Examples

Heavy back squat 
superset with 
body weight 
jump squats

Bench press 
superset with 

MB chest 
passes

Front squat 
superset with 

box jumps



Complex sets and Post-activation 
Potentiation (PAP)

If attempting to explore the proper use of complex training, the
concept of post-activation potentiation (PAP) must be understood.
PAP is also applicable to contrast sets to a given extent but the rest
interval employed is too low to maximize its usefulness. PAP
essentially describes an acute improvement (neural gain) in mus-
cular performance resulting from a subsequent, high-intensity
stimuli. It can be strictly defined as a post-movement excitation in
the nervous system which enhances power and force output during
performance of a subsequent movement that uses the same motor
units and tissue. Basically, the acute contractile history of motor
units can have a positive effect on future actions due to changes in
neural excitation (faster and increased excitation). Complex sets
strategically pair biomechanically-similar exercises to reduce the
excitation threshold and speed of fast-twitch muscle fibers by tak-
ing advantage of the PAP phenomenon. This functions to increase
speed-power and strength. The first exercise in a complex pair is
called the “conditioning contraction” (CC) while the second exer-
cise is called a “performance activity” (PA). Changes in muscle
fiber performance and excitation during the PA are induced by the
CC, which according to research should be also performed at a
maximal or near-maximal intensity (>85% 1RM). One caveat to
the concept is the neural gain increases as time passes, so longer
rest intervals (4-5 minutes) are used between sets compared with
contrast sets. 

An example of a complex set would be to perform 4 repeti-
tions of heavy back squat at 90% of the participant’s 1RM fol-
lowed by a full period of recovery (~5 minutes) before performing
a set of long jumps. It is well-known that Ben Johnson used to
take advantage of the benefits of PAP and complex training by
actually bringing his squat rack out onto the track to perform
complex sets; including a heavy low-rep set of back squat followed
by a 100m sprint.

However, depending on the characteristics of the CC, it is actu-
ally possible to (1) enhance performance during the PA via the PAP
response, or (2) reduce performance due to fatigue. The PAP
response and fatigue occur simultaneously for a given period after
performing the CC. Outcomes during the PA can be enhanced,
diminished, or remain unchanged depending on variables such as: 

The intensity, duration, and type of CC performed

The type of PA performed

The similarity (or lack thereof) between motor units 
used during each activity

The recovery period used between the CC and PA

Research seems to indicate the length and intensity of the CC
and the recovery period before the PA to be the most important
variables. It seems that a near-maximal CC lasting about 10 sec-
onds (3-4 repetitions) combined with a recovery period of 4-5
minutes prior to the PA is optimal for inducing the highest PAP
response. Figure 1.1 illustrates why the timing of the recovery is
so critical; if the PA is performed too quickly or too late, fatigue
caused by the CC will outweigh any improvement in performance,
or the impact of PAP will effectually dissipate.

Programmatically, PAP can be used for advantageous benefits
without using a complex set. For instance, programming box
jumps as an exercise following 4 sets of near maximal front squats
will provide benefits to jump height even though the two exercises
were not combined in a complex. It is important to identify the
need for recovery specific to the population being trained as well.
Firstly these training systems are for intermediate to advanced
clients and athletes, and secondly, biomechanics should never be
compromised when implementing training strategies. Therefore
careful consideration and appropriate physical readiness should be
applied before using theses systems.

Figure 1.1 Timing the Recovery during Complex Sets

Clearly complex sets must be implemented correctly for the
desired benefits to be gained. Complex training is not simply a
pseudo-superset of performance actions but rather a premeditated
tissue stimulus applied to specific actions, such as sprinting or
jumping.

Complex Sets Examples

Front squat (CC)
followed by three
broad jumps (PA)

Back squat (CC)
followed by a

100m sprint (PA)
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